
1. The expected distribution in the FastQC plot is based on the a-priori knowledge of the
genome GC content. TRUE or FALSE?

2. Why is it important for SortMeRNA and trimommatic that we process PE files together?

Processing the paired-end data (PE) together is crucial when removing data from these
files, as the most convenient information we have is a positional information, i.e. for a
given fragment, the forward and reverse read are at the same position (line number) in
the files.

3. Pseudo-mapping methods are faster and more accurate than mapping methods (for
expression quantification) TRUE or FALSE?

4. Pseudo-mapping method uses as reference a) a transcriptome, b) a genome c) both
d) neither

Notes:

1. b)  is technically possible, you would get the reads summarised by chromosome,
so every chromosome would get an expression value. It happened to me and the
side effect of this is that now we know that all chromosomes show similar level of
expression :-)

2. c)  is actually what Salmon does when set to use the genome as a decoy

5. List one limitation of the pseudo-mapping approach as compared to mapping.

The most obvious disadvantage is the loss of mapping information. That prevents
identifying novel transcripts, novel splicing sites, and finding polymorphisms (SNPs or
InDels)

Day 3 Revision
Questions?

Assessment #2

Hands-on



Any question about how to write a script and loop?

Let me use yesterday's home work to demonstrate. And please, do tag along!

Bonus content: a GitHub intro!

Perform the pseudo-quantification of the samples using salmon

The data can be found in ~/share/Day2/trimmomatic .

The index (the reference) is available in ~/share/Day2/reference/salmon  and is
called
Pabies1.0-all-phase.gff3.CDSandLTR-TE_salmon-version-1dot1dot0  (it is

a directory).

Salmon is a pseudo-aligner , a quantification tool of the latest generation. It allows for
the probabilistic calculation of transcripts (splicing isoforms) abundance. It is fast and
accurate, but a drawback is it relies on an existing transcriptome reference.

Check the webpage as well as salmon -h  to devise the command line. As we did during
the last practical today, implement a loop to process all 12 samples.

1. I will create a public repository for the course
2. You will clone that repository
3. I will create a script to run salmon
4. I will create a script to iterate through the files
5. I will commit and push my changes
6. You will pull the changes
7. You will run the script

Homework

Aim

Data

Tool

Salmon

GitHub

https://github.com/
https://github.com/COMBINE-lab/salmon
https://salmon.readthedocs.io/en/latest/salmon.html#quantifying-in-mapping-based-mode


There you will find the Git instructions we provide to onboard user at the UPSC. Most of the
information there will be relevant to you if you ever want to use GitHub in your research.

cd ~/results
mkdir salmon
salmon -h
salmon quant -h
salmon quant --help-reads

for f in $(find trimmomatic -name "*_trimmomatic_1.fq.gz"); do
    fnam=$(basename ${f/_1.fq.gz/})
    salmon quant -l A \
    -i ~/share/Day2/reference/salmon/\
    Pabies1.0-all-phase.gff3.CDSandLTR-TE_salmon-version-1dot1dot0 \
    -1 $f -2 trimmomatic/${fnam}_2.fq.gz \
    -o salmon/$fnam --seqBias --gcBias \
    --validateMappings -p 7
done

for f in $(find trimmomatic -name "*_trimmomatic_1.fq.gz"); do
    fnam=$(basename ${f/_1.fq.gz/})

    apptainer exec -B /proj:/proj \
    $USER/singularity/salmon_1.8.0.sif \
    salmon quant -l A \
    -i ~/share/Day2/reference/salmon/\
    Pabies1.0-all-phase.gff3.CDSandLTR-TE_salmon-version-1dot1dot0 \
    -1 $f -2 ${f/_1.fq.gz/_2.fq.gz} \
    -o salmon/$fnam --seqBias --gcBias \
    --validateMappings -p 7
done

Solution

Without github

Without github, with singularity

https://gist.github.com/nicolasDelhomme/46a1053d277510b95692318bd1732b6d

